
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Jean-Christophe PARÉ (FR) 
His artistic experience has been gained throughout his career of interpreting First dancer of 
Paris Opera, creator of contemporary choreographies or observer and analyst of the work of 
others. As the general inspector of the dance department at the French Ministry of Culture 
and also current director of the State Conservatory in Paris, he has become an spectator of 
the development within his field and of many dance choreographers` work. He is a keen 
movement analyst. He uses tools from artistic and linguistical environment to analyse the 
creative process. Jean-Christophe simultaneously provides accurate and diverse information 
sensitively adapted to the specific research. 
 

 
Jean GAUDIN (FR) 
While studying at Béjart or Carlson he mastered the range of creative tools and is interested 
by various art form. He is from the generation of the enfant terrible of French contemporary 
dance in 1980 and is an active choreographer. His work is fascinating by its unique poetic while 
inconstant form...unforgettable. In addition, he is still an active choreographer. He has a large 
experience with making dancevideos or works for music production. Besides those 
prepares choreographies for operas in the Paris Opera, or other unexpected environments. 
Jean Gaudin has also education in coaching, which applies outside the realm of art. 
 
 

Rivca RUBIN (NL/GB) 
Coming from the scenic arts as a choreographer, performer, teacher and dramaturge her 
professional specialization is mainly the "Body-Mind Centering". Her ability to successfully 
lead groups and individuals has paid off in various fields. She invites notable experts such as 
Simone Forti, Nigel Charnok or Susan Klein to her teaching sessions. Rivca Rubin is engaged in 
explaining the processes and accurate reflections with enthusiasm and thus she becomes a 
reliable support for the artists. She belongs among one of the pioneers of artistic coaching and 
later also managerial coaching. She is interested in behavioral sciences, interpesonal and 
interdepartmenal communication and likes to interconnect individuals through art. By the 
means of her work she has contributed to deepening of many methods such as PNL.  
 
 

 
More informations: www.se-s-ta.cz/residencies.php or email address: fabisikova@se-s-ta.cz 

MEET OUR COACHES 
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